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Date: May 01, 2022 
Ref No: 952/PFA-001/BAT_SBOH 
Subject: Official Demand Letter  
Code:  0139ТЪRA 
Code:  786 ПАН 

 
PRESIDENT OF NMSP. GROUP / 

ATKING ROYAL FINANCIAL HOLDING 
H.E. TIERNO ALASSANE BA 

 

 

OFFICIAL DEMAND LETTER 

 

Thank you for the letter sent, we have the honor to provide the following, 

To remind, by the grace of God, being the Great King and the Great Prince of the 
Earth, on the Rights of the Heritage, being a Freeborn, being the Great Intendant and Great 
Treasurer of the Sovereign Military Hospitaller Order of Saint John of Jerusalem, of Rhodes 
and Malta, who doesn’t answer to Venetian Nobility and Roman Princes - «Famiglie 
principesche romane», to Bishops and Princes, the British Crown, the Roman Pontiff, the 
Society of Jesus. 

To remind that for the Great King and the Great Prince of the Earth, the laws and 
provisions of Roman family law are inapplicable, prohibited, excluded and not provided for, 
and the All Creator God RA is my Soul and my Spirit and Mentor of my consciousness, and 
myself am the Son of the Supreme Being lineage in the human body on Earth. 

To remind, being a Freeborn from birth, belong to the God-born and God-bearing, to 
whom all power on Earth belongs from God.  

To remind, being the Owner and the Supreme Manager of the Financial System of the 
World, having the transferred Rights (Power) - designation in the World Financial System: 
“Monetary One”, code: “M1”, endowed with the Right to own and manage the mother 
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accounts of the World Bank (Planet Earth, in the code UN classification code "M0"), We 
have the right to any action in the financial system. 

To remind that by the grace of God, the transition of the global financial system to our 
control is inevitable, no matter what efforts all the managers around you take. 

Regarding the submitted Cease and Desist, we have declined acceptance of this 
document. 

To remind that your side initially assumed responsibility and obligations to carry out 
all stages of the transaction yourself, in this regard, your side signed three fundamental 
documents (agreements), despite the contradictions in the drafting, we agreed with your side 
execution of all stages of the transaction. Further, after signing, your side changed the terms 
orally, assigning part of the obligations of the transaction to us. In this regard, in order to 
assist us, your side have repeatedly promised to integrate the Sovereign Bank the Sovereign 
Military Hospitaller Order of Saint John of Jerusalem, Rhodes and Malta in interbank 
systems for us, with the opening of the access to the clearing systems for the transaction - the 
fulfillment of this promise was not followed despite of your side assurance. We made our 
own efforts to find a connection accesses, but as we were limited in time, we encountered 
certain difficulties of the human factor. 

We protest sending notifications with a package of transaction documents to the 
organizations, the list of which your side attached to Cease and Desist, your side was obliged 
to initially inform us of all participants in the transaction. We require your side to provide us 
with a package of documents sent by your side. 

Your side actions are considered as unilateral termination, and here it is necessary to 
pay attention that the provisions of the contract stipulate a certain procedure for unilateral 
termination, and there is a violation on your part. 

Your side actions reflect the opinion and position of all systems standing with your 
side, both before Monetary One and before the Divine Throne, we will study all actions and 
intentions, taking into account promises (which we consider as a “word of honor”) and actions 
and take appropriate decisions and actions according to the Divine CONes (DIVINE 
CREATION LAWS) in relation to each direct or indirect participant. 

Following the execution of Resolutions № 11 «The International Treasury Monetary 
One, as a Global Regulator, the Owner of all Global and Historical financial assets, proclaims 
the CONE of CREATION (DIVINE CREATION LAWS) binding on all subjects of Law in 
the World. All financial and economic activities of all subjects of Law in the World must be 
carried out in accordance with legal international norms within the CONE of CREATION 
(DIVINE CREATION LAWS)», by the grace of God, on the Rights of the Heritage, being 
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the Freeborn, God-born and God-bearing, to whom all power on Earth belongs from God, we 
confirm the beginning of the “Last Judgment of God” and the “End of the World” for 
everyone who does NOT obey the Divine Will and begins to ignore the call of God, because 
for who gives heed and who responds will receive eternal life and the Right of further spiritual 
development according to the Divine CONes (DIVINE CREATION LAWS) in the Worlds 
of Light.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

His Majesty 

Alexander Nikolaevich Paramonov 
 

Secretary General,  Chief Treasurer of the 
International Treasury Monetary One 

 

President and Chief operative officer of the 
White Spiritual Boy R.S.B. Global Corp Inc 
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